to convey a feeling for the growth of surgery by presenting its leading personalities from the beginning of literary records to the present time. " An example of this approach, in the chapter on Galen which includes about 10 pages of quotation, is the following paragraph translated from one of his many volumes: "Now, personally I cannot say how I got my nature (physis). It was, however, my great fortune to have as my father a most good-tempered, just, efficient, and benevolent man. My mother, on the other hand, was so irascible that she would sometimes bite her serving-maids, and she was constantly shouting at my father and quarrelling with him, worse than Xantippe with Socrates. When I saw, then, the nobility of my father's conduct side by side with the shameful passions of my mother, I made up my mind to love and cleave to the former behavior, and to hate and flee from the latter. And besides this enormous difference between my parents, I observed that he was never depressed over any affliction, while my mother became annoyed at the merest bagatelle. You yourself doubtless know that boys imitate what they are fond of, and avoid what they do not like to see."
There are nine sections in the book. The first, entitled "Beginnings," includes Egyptian surgery, with liberal quotation from the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus; Hippocrates; Celsus; Galen; surgery of India; surgery of China and Japan; and a chapter on Paul of Aegina. Similarly inclusive are Parts 2, The Arabic Period; 3, Early Stirrings, including Vesalius; 4, Surgery Becomes Respectable, including Paracelsus and Paré; 5, Great Ideas, from the 16th century; 6, Great Britain Leads, ending with John Hunter; 7, Eminent Pre-Listerians; and 8, Lord
Lister.
The final section of the book, entitled "Modern Surgery," includes essays on, and quotations from, five pioneers-Bassini, Billroth, Kocher, Horsley, and Sauerbruch-who were carefully selected for their originality and influence in the main divisions of surgery. There is mention of the early cardiac surgeons as things stood in 1961. Halsted, and breast cancer, are referred to only Permission to reprint a book review printed in this section may be obtained only from To compare two more recent volumes, Surgery, an Illustrated History, by Ira M. Rutkow (Mosby, 1993, Pp. 550) , mentions numerous lesser contributors, often with summary information in three or four sentences. Coverage of Galen, that supreme authority for over 14 centuries, is represented by less than one page of quotation, which does not include the selection given above. This book is abundantly illustrated. Owen and Sarah Wangensteen, in The Rise of Surgery (Minnesota, 1978, Pp. 785) , arrange their discussion under surgical topics, mentioning Galen briefly in 1 0 separate references. Annotation is remarkably thorough. Featured in explicit examples throughout this book is the view that: "A look back into the causes potentiating as well as those retarding advances in a discipline can be instructive and sobering." Both of these books refer to that of Zimmerman and Veith. In Great Ideas the authors' policy of intelligent selection with fairly full interpretation and quotation provides a satisfying and readable history. The first Big Science biology program funded by the federal government has been termed the Human Genome Project. Comparable but less expensive programs are in progress in Europe. The Project is rooted in a hybrid discipline which blends genetics, biochemistry, and enzymology. The successful nucleotide sequencing of all of the chromosomes in the human genome is expected to reap great rewards for genetic medicine. There should be considerable financial returns for the biotechnology industry. Knowing our genes, both "normal" and mutant, should raise social and ethical questions not yet anticipated.
The magic and promise of molecular genetics have been publicized in the media. Beyond the identification of specific mutant genes responsible for different diseases and cancers lies the possibility of diagnostic tools, prevention, or cures. It is important to evaluate the difference between expectation and delivery. The public needs education in the media by responsible reporting and in the museums by appropriate displays and exhibits.
The Human Genome Project is not easy reading even for a high school graduate with a modicum of chemistry and biology background. On the other hand, it is probably the best nontextbook on the Project and clearly presents the deciphering of the blueprint of heredity. The prose is straightforward and clear; the organization is logical; and both technology and techniques are illustrated with superb photographs and visual aids. The photographs of the major contrib-
